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Abstract
In on-demand multimedia streaming systems, streaming techniques are usually combined with proxy caching to obtain

better performance. The patch streaming technique has no start-up latency inherent to it, but requires extra bandwidth to

deliver the media data in patch streams. This paper proposes a proxy caching technique which aims at reducing the band-

width cost of the patch streaming technique. The proposed approach determines media prefixes with high patching cost

and caches the appropriate media prefix at the proxy/local server. Herein the scheme is evaluated using a synthetically

generated media access workload and its performance is compared with that of the popularity and prefix-aware interval

caching scheme (the prefix part) and with that of patch streaming with no caching. The bandwidth saving, hit ratio and

concurrent number of clients are used to compare the performance, and the proposed scheme is found to perform better

for different caching capacities of the proxy server.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia files like audio and video files are usually

called continuous because of their unique characteristics

that are not found in discrete files. Due to its high data

rate, large memory and real-time transfer requirements,

streaming continuous media needs the server resources to

be reserved in advance. In addition, the streaming tends

to last for a relatively long period of time for watching or

listening, which consumes large amounts of resources.

The other most important characteristic of continuous

data is the interactivity requirement to play, pause, and

stop among others [1-3].

These continuous media data characteristics are the

causes for the difficulties of media content delivery. To

solve these problems, different mechanisms are proposed

and are in use. One of these techniques is data and

resource sharing which is usually achieved through cach-

ing and streaming techniques. Caching uses the reference

locality in the media request pattern to serve subsequent

clients and is usually done at the proxy or local server [1, 4].

Media streaming is another resource sharing method. It
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involves playback of the media while receiving. The

common streaming techniques are batch streaming [5],

piggybacking [6], and patching [7]. Batch streaming is a

technique with which requests by multiple clients for the

same video arriving within a short time interval are

batched together and serviced using a single multicast

stream. Piggybacking [6] is a streaming technique with

which the later stream is allowed to speed up its stream-

ing bit rate so as to catch up the previous stream and join

it. Patching [7] initially uses a complete multicast stream

or regular stream (R-stream) and then a new unicast patch

stream (P-stream) for each subsequent request. When the

first request for a video arrives, the server sets up a multi-

cast stream so that later users can also join the stream and

receive the missed portion of the media in the patch

stream, as shown in Fig. 1. This reduces the request wait-

ing time but requires additional server bandwidth and

buffer space at the client than does batch streaming [8]. 

Usually caching and streaming techniques are com-

bined to enhance the performance of multimedia-on-

demand (MOD) systems. A number of caching tech-

niques are proposed [1, 4, 9-12], and some are optimized

to work with a batch streaming system. These caching

techniques are mostly used as a means of decreasing the

start-up latency since batch streaming is characterized by

large inherent latency. With a patch streaming system,

there is no inherent start-up latency except network delay.

The problem with patch streaming is the extra bandwidth

requirement to deliver the P-streams. Therefore, the cach-

ing technique in patch streaming MOD system needs to

be designed from the point of view of the requirement of

bandwidth minimization.

The paper formulates the patching cost when a certain

number of blocks of each media object are cached at the

proxy server. It also proposes an optimization scheme

using proxy caching of the media prefixes to minimize

the total cost of patching for all media in P-streams.

Then, it presents the system implementation and evalua-

tions of the proposed scheme.

II. RELATED WORK

Due to the large size of media objects and clients’ par-

tial viewing patterns [2, 13-15], selective or partial cach-

ing is always being used. These techniques can be

divided into two categories: interval-based [1, 9-11]

caching and prefix and interval-based [4, 10, 12] caching.

Interval-based schemes: Interval-based caching schemes

include interval caching (IC) [1], popularity-aware inter-

val caching (PIC) [9], and client-assisted interval caching

(CIC) [11]. All interval-based caching techniques are

characterized by caching intervals between two consecu-

tive requests on a single media object. The IC scheme

introduced in [1] sorts the intervals by increasing size and

caches the shortest. The largest interval is the victim of

replacement. The PIC scheme [9] uses the reference pop-

ularity of multimedia objects as well as the time interval

between two consecutive requests to predict the time of

the next request and include it in the candidates for caching.

Prefix and interval-based schemes: Popularity and

prefix-aware interval caching (2PIC) [10], optimal prefix

caching and data sharing (OPC-DS) [10], and dynamic

buffer allocation [12] are designed to minimize start-up

latency and improve bandwidth utilization. The 2PIC

scheme uses the reference popularity information to

decide the targets of prefix caching and calculates the

prefix interval as in (1).

(1)

Here, α is a constant between 0 and 1, Avgn-1 is the (n-1)th

average interval from the 1st to the (n-1)th request, and In-1 is

the (n-1)th real interval.

However, the prefix interval thus obtained is not opti-

mized in terms of the back-bone network bandwidth con-

sumption and there is no consideration of the fact that the

patch stream must be transmitted frequently to achieve

minimal start-up latency. Li et al. [4] assume that the

streaming technique does not involve any caching at the

PIn αIn 1– 1 α–( )Avgn 1–+=

Fig. 1. Patch streaming.
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client and also that the client receives only a single

stream (i.e., cannot be used with patch streaming). 

III. OPTIMIZING PREFIX CACHE SIZE AND
SELECTION

A. Patching Cost

In this work, the cost of patching is defined as the total

data size that has to be delivered in P-streams (Fig. 1),

which is directly related to the extra bandwidth require-

ment of the technique.

If a constant bit rate is assumed, the number of data

blocks in each P-stream is related to the time gap between

the arrival time of the request and the start time of recent

R-stream. The number of blocks Bi in P-streams of one

R-stream in seconds (assuming a streaming time of one

block of data equivalent to one second) is:

(2)

Here, Pwi is the patch window size in seconds, si is the

average inter-arrival time for media-i in seconds, n is the

nth request that can join the existing R-stream, and nsi is

the arrival time for the nth request. 

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the cost of patching

increases with the arrival rate indicating that more popu-

lar media objects have higher cost than less popular

media objects. 

As a way of reducing this patching cost of data in the

P-stream, transition patching and recursive patching

have been proposed [16], but at an increased cost of han-

dling multiple channels simultaneously.

B.  Cost of Patching with Prefix Caching

If a few blocks of data are cached at the proxy server,

the main media server has to stream only the portion that

is not cached, as shown in Fig. 3, and subsequent requests

can be served from the cached prefixes. Since the cost of

patching depends on the popularity of the media object,

the caching scheme should be able to select prefixes of

the most popular media. 

Modifying (2) to include the prefix size Cpi, of the

media object cached at the proxy server, the number of

data blocks Bi to be delivered in P-streams for each R-

stream of media-i, assuming a constant bit-rate, can be

obtained as in (3) or (4) below.

(3) 

(4)

Bi, Pwi, and Cpi represent the times that are required to

stream the data blocks in each media stream. For M

media objects, the total amount of media data BT in P-

streams that has to be delivered in each of the respective

patch windows of media objects from the main media
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Fig. 2. Patch window and cost of patching vs. arrival rate.

Fig. 3. Patching and caching.
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server in terms of the time that is required is:

Bi

(5)

In the time duration of one R-stream (or playback dura-

tion), Ti, there would be a number of R-streams estab-

lished based on the arrival rate. Corresponding to a media

file, the number of R-streams to be created is given by (6).

(6)

The number of P-streams, hence data to be transmitted

in P-streams, can be approximately calculated as an inte-

gral multiple of this number, Ri. To include the effect of

difference in the bit rate, we normalize the ith-media bit rate

bi to a reference of 1 Mbps bit rate, and then the total data

to be delivered in P-streams corresponding to a particular

media object is a multiple of this normalized bit rate. For

M media, the total number of blocks in seconds becomes:

      

(7)

The above Eq. (7) shows the total cost of patching

when Cpi blocks of each media object is cached at the

proxy server.

C. Optimizing Prefix Size Selection

The number of blocks to be cached to obtain minimum

bandwidth cost is equal to the sum of patch window and

half the inter-arrival time. This can be obtained by differ-

entiating (7) above with respect to Cpi and setting it to zero.

(8)

If the inter-arrival time is assumed to be much less than

the patch window size, the number of blocks needed to be

cached is equal to Pwi. This shows that if all data blocks

in the P-stream are cached, there is no need for an explicit

unicast connection and the only remaining data to be

streamed is the R-stream which is already in the resource

sharing scheme. However, this is hardly achievable for

prefixes of all media objects because of caching capacity

limitation. The problem is, can one cache media prefixes

up to the maximum capacity and still minimize the total

size of the blocks of data for all media in the P-stream?

Minimize 

With (9)

Cmax: Maximum caching capacity of the proxy

The problem can be viewed as a fractional knapsack

problem by enabling caching of a portion of the data in

the P-stream, to minimize the cost. The greedy algorithm

[17] is well suited for solving such problems since the

cost associated with each size of cache blocks can be

found as in (7). The approach is to select prefixes of

media objects with higher costs and cache them at the

proxy server. The proxy server sorts the media objects

based on their patching cost in descending order. Then,

the media prefixes are cached starting from the media

prefix with highest patching cost to the least which still

satisfy the capacity constraint.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

The model shown in the following diagram (Fig. 4)

was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed

caching scheme and compare with the 2PIC scheme and

patching without caching. The client sub-system is repre-

sented by the synthetic workload. The proxy receives cli-

ent requests from the synthetically generated real-time

traffic. The description for each component of the model

is given in the following sub-sections.

A. Media Access Workload Models

A synthetic media server workload generator was

developed, to simulate the real media access trace. The

models used in developing the synthetic workload try to

capture as many properties as possible in the user access

pattern that are very important with regard to the perfor-

mance of the system. The generation steps and models

used are summarized in the following diagram (Fig. 5).

B. Proxy and Server Managers

The proxy has three threads of control: a thread which

BT Σi 1=

M

=

BT Σi 1=

M 1
2si
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2( ) Cpi si 2Pwi+( )–+[ ]=

Ri Ti Pwi⁄=
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M Tibi
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Fig. 4. System model.
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listens to client requests, a thread which listens to the

server response, and threads which are responsible for

media data streams in cases a request is to be served from

the proxy cache.

For each client request, the first thread adds cache

information and forwards it to the server. Since the

response of the server is asynchronous to the request, the

second thread is required to handle the response from the

server. The proxy can run under three options: without

caching, with caching using the 2PIC scheme, and cach-

ing using the proposed scheme.

The server manager establishes three main thread

types: a thread which listens to client requests and

responds, a thread to run the predictor module and regu-

larly update the patch window size and patching cost

information, and threads to control data stream delivery.

When the server accepts a request, it either establishes

a new R-stream or the client joins an existing R-stream

and receives the missing data in a P-stream.

C. The Predictor Module

In order to find the patching cost of each media and

optimize the prefix selection, the arrival rate must be

known. This requires the prediction of the arrival rate, at

least for the next few hours. For this purpose, the reser-

voir computing (RC) [20, 21] approach is used in this

work. RC has been used for media popularity prediction

in [22].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bandwidth Savings

Here, the bandwidth saving is defined as the average

normalized difference between the bandwidth required

by two schemes, as given by (10). The reference required

bandwidth is chosen to be of a patch streaming system

without caching.

(10)

Here, N is the sample size (the number of instants for

which the required bandwidth is measured, in this case

the number of playback start requests in a one day work-

load), and BWyi and BWxi are the required bandwidths for

scheme y and x, respectively, at instant i (for each instant

of request arrival). Here, scheme y is the reference

required bandwidth when there is no caching and the

scheme x can be either the 2PIC or the proposed scheme.

The maximum required bandwidth using each tech-

nique is measured by fixing the bandwidth capacity too

large such that there is no media request rejected. The

caching capacity of the proxy is varied from 500 MB to

2500 MB (that is equivalent to 3.35% to 16.7% of the

total media size on the main server). These maximum

BWsaving
1
N
----Σi 1=

N BWyi BWxi–

BWyi

---------------------------
⎩ ⎭
⎨ ⎬
⎧ ⎫

=

Fig. 5. Diagram of the synthetic workload generator.

Fig. 6. Maximum required bandwidths with a proxy cache
capacity of 2000 MB. 
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required bandwidths for the patch streaming without

caching (or no caching), 2PIC and proposed schemes are

measured for all of the accepted requests in a 24-hour or

one day workload. Fig. 6 shows the maximum required

bandwidths for these schemes at each instance of start

request arrival for a proxy caching capacity of 2000 MB.

The bandwidth saving is calculated for each proxy

caching capacity as in (10) and is shown in Fig. 7. The

bandwidth saving of the proposed scheme is larger than

the 2PIC scheme for all cache sizes. As can be seen from

Fig. 7, bandwidth saving of up to 36% and 32% can be

obtained from the proposed scheme and from 2PIC

schemes, respectively, for a proxy caching capacity of

2500 MB. The bandwidth saving of the proposed scheme

even increases during the peak-load hours as can be seen

from Fig. 6 which is the result of the increased number of

P-streams that can be served from the proxy cache.

B.  Hit Ratio

The variation of the hit ratio with different caching

capacities of the proxy server was obtained by running

the simulation on 30 days media request data, each with

100 media objects. Fig. 8 shows the hit ratio for both

caching techniques (proposed scheme and 2PIC). The

proposed scheme gives up to 0.1 higher hit ratio than the

2PIC scheme for each of the cache capacities.

C. Maximum Number of Concurrent Clients

The maximum number of concurrent clients that the

admission control (AC) can accept depends on the avail-

able resources when the request arrives. Here, the cache

capacity of the proxy is fixed to 500 MB and the maxi-

mum network bandwidth is varied from 25 to 50 Mbps.

The same day media access workload is used for all

schemes and the maximum number of concurrent clients

is recorded and shown in Fig. 9. The result shows that the

proposed scheme admits more clients (up to 90 clients

more), followed in performance by the 2PIC scheme. In

general, patching without caching accepts fewer requests,

as is to be expected.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a caching scheme which minimizes the

bandwidth cost of patch streaming is designed and pre-

sented. This proposed approach determines media pre-

fixes with high patching cost and caches the appropriate

media prefix at the proxy/local server. The scheme was

evaluated using a synthetically generated media access

workload and its performance was compared with that of

the popularity and prefix-aware interval caching scheme

(the prefix part) and with that of patch streaming with no

caching. The bandwidth saving, hit ratio and concurrent

number of clients are used to compare the performance,

and the proposed scheme is found to perform better for

different caching capacities of the proxy server. 
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